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Facial Procedures with Talgo Products 

 Duration (min.) Price (BGN) 

“Purity” ritual  
The procedure begins with gentle cleaning of the face, 

neck and neckline skin, peeling with melting exfoliant 

containing enzymes and bay salts, and energizing sea 

spray. It is followed by relaxing massage with cream 

enriched with microelements and vitamins. For optimal 

skin hydration a fine cream-like mask is applied followed 

by finishing products for eye contour and face. The skin 

becomes relaxed, shiny and toned-up.    

45 60 

Intensive hydrating care “Heart of the Ocean” 
Combining the deep hydrating effect of sea water and the 
detoxifying effect of micro elements and bay salts, this 
cosmetic therapy increases the hydrating levels and 
recovers skin brightness. The procedure begins with 
overall cleaning of face and neck and exfoliation, followed 
by relaxing manual massage. The specific alginate mask 
with active hydrating serum saturates the skin with 
hydrating and nourishing active components of sea origin, 
thus making it smooth, elastic and breathtaking.   

  

60 80 

“Spiruline” - detoxifying, boost and smoothing 
treatment  
 

An incredibly relaxing procedure specially created for the 
residents of the big city, who are daily subjected to the 
effect of the polluted urban environment, overwork and 
stress. SPIRULINE BOOST effectively eliminates toxins, 
smoothes fine lines and wrinkles, refreshes, revitalizes, 
and restores the radiant glow of the skin. For optimal 
hydration, a plasticizing hydrating mask and finishing 
products for the eye contour are applied. The skin 
becomes relaxed, shiny and toned. 
  

60 90 

 

Hyalu-procollagen programme 
An anti-wrinkle solution highly concentrated in Hyaluronic 
Acid, this treatment fills and corrects established wrinkles 
thanks to an exclusive sculpting massage and a 
professional double mask. From the first treatment, the 
skin appears younger and smoother. The complexion is 
radiant with youth.  

60 150 
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